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OIAPTER I
nIE NEED FOR READING
Introduction
The ability to read is most vital in our culture today.
Seldom has public con~ern and criticism of methods been so
wholesale as it has been on the subject of reading in recent
times. In discussing the principles of reading, Heilman states:
During the past decade reading instruction in
American schools has attracted the attention
or a broad cross-section of our citizens.
While there are differences of opinion as to
what should be done, there was general agree-
ment that existing instruction was not ade- 1
quate for the educational goals of our schools.
The inability to read is one of the mo~t frequent causes
of school failure. This incapacity to read is not just a problem
for the disabled reader. The problem is evident in all phases of
his life and thereby causes problems for others who come into
contact with the disabled reader. Teachers must come to the aid
·of these disabled readers.
Teachers, whatever the subject or the grade th~y
teach, are involved in the improvement oI.reading.
Elementary, secondary, and postsecondary teachers
can develop reading skills in various subject mat-
ter areas to the end that each individual may be-
come a proficie~t reader. 2
1A• W. Heilman, Principles and Practices of Teachinq
Reading, Second Edition (Columbus, Ohio: Charles R•. Merrill
Publishing Company, 1967), p. 1.
2J • Roy Newton, Reading in Your School, (New York:
McGraw Hill Book Company, 1960), p. 1
1
2
Most children of average intelligence, or above, can
learn the skills necessary to read well. Some children lack the
innate ~bility to become proficient. readers. But, more impor-
tantly, many who have the ability to become skilled readers
never attain the skills. These are the non-readers that arouse
the condemnation of parents, teachers, and the public in general.
Some cri tics contend that poor "readers are more
numerous today than ever before. This is prob-
ably true. Chronological promotion and advances
~n the school leaving age tend to keep poor read-
ers in school longer. The rapid increase in
school population has further augmented this
number.
Even before the recent furor, many teachers
realized that not all boys and girls worked up
to their capacity. Of course, there are many
reasons for this failure to achieve. In some
it is laziness; in others the lack of interest.
Poor teaching is to blame for much poor learn-
ing; poor attitudes, both in school and in the
home negate good teaching. 2
Purpose
Due to the concern over the inability of so many
children to learn to read, the writer set about to investi-
gate one phase of the situation. It was the purpose of the
writer of this paper to investigate the role of the remedial
reading teacher in the ·elementary school and her accounta-
bility to the faculty.
, 1~., p. 5.
2~., p. 6.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
Reading disabilities have existed since the dawn of
literacy. No other educational problem has been so persistent,
so frustrating, and sa prone to investigation. These retarded 1
readers are the students who show a marked difficulty in grasp-
ing the skills necessary to become proficient readers. Although
these readers have been so numerous remedial reading has just
recently become important in the schools.
The concept o~ remedial readings was launched
from its small island of study during this period
(1920-1930) and sent out over unexplored seas in
quest of answers to disability problems. The move-
ment was spurred on by the use of standardized
tests. These tests revealed that thousands of boys
and girls were failing each year to make normal
.progress in reading. Published reports of work in
the reading disability field indicate that the chief
interest a.t this time was in diagnosing individual
·cases. As for method, it was during this period that
Fernald evolved her kinesthetic method, and that
Orton expaunded his theory of mixed dominance and
the treatment that accompanied it. Remedial read-
ing did get under way during this period.1
During the late twenties and the early thirties the concept
of remedial reading was sometimes a popular subject and some-
times an unpopular subject. Then in the latter part of the
INila B~nton Smith, 'What Have We Accomplished in Read-
ing?--a Review of the Past Fifty Years," Elementary English,
XXXVIII (March, 1961), p. 144.
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thirties remedial reading came into its own in the field of
education.
Remedial reading, which had experienced a touch-
and-go recognition during the preceding period, now'
became established and gained stature. Many signifi-
cant studies were conducted in the remedial reading
areas: causes of diIfic~lties, d~agnosis, and cor-
rective procedures. Professional books devoted ex-
clusively to remedial reading were first published •
••• Remedial reading, which had started in labora-
tories, ,new became a topic for practical experimen-
tation in the public schools themselves. 1
The extreme need te de something for the problem readers was
strongly exhibited in the forties. The country was shocked by
the number af non-readers in the military services.
The other major effect of the war was the
shocking discovery that at this day and age
thousands of young men in the military service
could not read well enough to read the simple
printed instructions for camp life. Coupled
with this discovery was the revelation.that
reading could be taught to these young men in
army camps in amazingly short time. Concurrently,
.several new reading investigations discovered '
reading deficiencies in large numbers of high
sbhool and college studen~$.These several in-
fluences combined to produce a spurt in atten-
tion to reading at these higher level •••The
actual teaching of reading at these levels had
not progressed far at this time but the idea
was vigorously expanding.2
During the fifties there was much research done on the
psychological reasens for ,students being non~readers. The re-
searchers were looking to the psychologists for answers to
the problems of reading disability.
Remedial reading is not so much concerned now
with the study ax gadgets and specific .teaching
1~., p. 144.
2 Ibid., p. 147.
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remedies as it is with organismic and personality
factors. Parental personality, attitudes, and inter-
actions with the child as related to reading entered
the research scene for the first time during this
period, arid many reading investigations concerned
with parents and their children are now being re-
ported. 1
Reading Teachers
In the mid-sixties reading instruction ceased to be a
matter of only local school concern. It was viewed broadly as
being related to the national welfare. The federal govern-
ment began te support research and teacher-training in
reading.
Each new approach, the public was assured, was
destined to revolutionize reading instruction
in our schools while solving the problems which
had plagued our schools for decades •••An affluent
society such as ours should never permit the ef-
fects af good teaching to be diluted through the
use of inadequate materials. 2
Any teacher who could teach school was considered a·reading
teacher and often a remedial reading teacher. The teacher
qualifications seemed to be by assignment rather than eduea~
tional background.
In 1962, for example, one state department re-
ported on the professional preparation of special
reading teachers. Only fifty percent of these
specialists has as much as one course on the foun-
dations of reading instruction. About half of them
had studied corrective and/or remedial reading.
From these and other data in the report it appears
that special reading teachers "get that way" by
appointment rather than meeting special fequire-
ments. 3 '
Experts in the field ex reading tried to remedy the situation.
1~., p. 149
2H~ilman, Principles, p. 2
3Emmett Albert Betts, ''Who Shall Teach Reading, n
Reading Tea.cher, 'XV (March 1962), p.409
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Many worked toward improving !eading instruction. Others worked
toward improving the quality of reading teachers. Some attempt-
ed to describe the work to be done by the reading teacher.
A ~pecial reading teacher is a therapist only; al-
though pupi'ls may have a number of problems, the
special reading teacher should handle only those
problems related to reading. 1
Chail also emphasized the importance of tne teacher and what
she can do in the school to help the child.
The teacher should'make use of all the available
tools to identify pupils who are below par in read-
ing, and to use the best techniques for helping
them overcome their handicaps ••• lf the child's
emotional problems are serious, they need treat-
ment as such, and the proper referral should be
made •••Probably one of the most important factors
overlooked in helping children with reading diffi-
culties is the teacher. With recent emphasis on
psychological factors in learning, many teachers
have underestimated their role as teachers, and
have, in fact, peen almost afraid to teach. Yet,
they can contribute most, not by delving into
the child's deeper problems, but by teaching him
to read. 2
Qualifications
As a result of arduous effort by the leaders in the
field of reading, a list of the minimum requirements for read-
teachers was drawn up. Dietrich refers to' these requirements
when discussing the qualifications of the special reading
teachers.
IShelley Umans, "The Responsibilities of the Reading
Consultant," Reading Teacher, (September, 1963), p. 21.
2Jeanne S. Chall, "Reading Disability and the Role
or the Teacher," Elementary English XXXV, (May, 1958),
p. 298.
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Minimum standards for the professional training
of reading specialists were developed by the Pro-
fessional Standards and Ethics Committee, were
approved by the Board of Directors of the Inter-
national Reading Association in 1961, and were re-
vised in 1965 •••The reading specialist may be desig-
nated as that person who works directly or indirect-
ly with those pupils who have failed to benefit from
regul~r classroom instruction in reading, and/or
who works with teachers and adminstrators to im-
prove and co-ordinate the total reading program of
the school. For these persons, spending the majority
of their time in the developmental or remedial read-
ing activities, the standards should be considered
minimal. It is recognized that many positions, such
as those of consultant, supervisor, director and
clinical worker, necessitate experience beyond the
minimum standards set herein. 1
The minimum standards are listed in the appendix of
this paper. 2 These standards refer to educational qualifica-
tions for teaching reading. However, while not legislated,
there are personal qualifications necessary if a teacher is
to be successful.
It has always been my opinion that people employed
a.s reading specialists in al'l categories must possess
certain abilities that~are difficult to assess in
terms of courses taken or years of experience. These
personal qualifications include the ability to work
with children of all intellectual levels; to estab-
lish rapport with students, teachers, and administra-
tors and parents; to think through'carefully various
aspects of a problem and to offer a workable soluction.
They need to be aware of new materials, approaches
and ideas concerning reading and to be open-minded
about experimenting or trying innovations. They must
have learned to listen carefully to. the child's,
teacher's, parent's, or administrator's problems
or explanation before making comment or passing
judgment; to permit teacher to teach reading in
a variety of way~ with different emphases, all
lDorothy M. Dietrich, "Standa.rds and Qualifications for
Rea.ding Specialist," Reading Teacher, (March, 1967), p. 483.
2.Appendix p •. 35.
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'of which will achieve the same overall goal. They
must be able to help teachers to improve the teach-
ing of reading wi·thout antagonizing, frustrating,
and frightening them.!
Once the right teacher has been chosen for the job,
it is important to have specific job descriptions within the
school. Dietrich describes some of the duties in this way.
The clinician generally aids teachers in diagnosing
remedial cases and in planning and carrying out re-
medial work for persistently difficult reading dis-
ability cases. Additionally, clinicians take an
active part in the practicum phase of pre-service 2
or in-~ervice training of other reading personnel.
Diagnosis
The first duty mentioned above is diagnosis. This
means that the clinician must find out who the retarded read-
er is. The retarded readers are known as students who show
marked difficulty" in learning, in spite of the fact that they
'are the correct age and have the normal intelligence that is
needed to benefit from instruction. These students come from
all areas of the country, all kinds of families, and all types
of schools or school systems. No matter what their personal
differences, these students soon find themselves lumped to-
gether under the labd "non-reader" in their classrooms.
Cohn discusses the situation in his book concerning the
teaching of the retarded reader.
Whether they are boys or girls, however, the child-
ren with reading disabilities are generally char-
acterized by failure to respond well to beginning
reading in the first grade. Their individual his-
tories show that they have ·an undue number of un-
happy experiences in the period preceding and during
lDietrich, "Standards," p. 485.
2 Ib -d 4.'1 ., p.
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attendance in the first grade. Most of these dis-
turbing events did not originate at school, though
they often led to interruptions to school attendance
(as from prolonged or frequent illnesses or from
accidents) and to change of schools. Many other ex-
periences were traumatic in an emotional sense
having to do with change in the home situation, or
with disturbed relationships severe enough to result
in "school phobias" or other evidences of maladjust-
ment at school. 1
It is important for the reading teacher to determine the degree
,and depth of service needed by each of the retarded readers.
Such an understanding is necessary if the teacher is going
to plan 'a program that is going to meet the needs of each
individual pupil.
Knowing the details of· the problem is not enough.
Equally important is the understanding of the
specific ways in Which both the child and the mem-
bers of the family who are closest to him attempt to
effect adjustments. Having insight into the spe-
cific mechanism which the pupi~ is using to try to
satisfy his basic needs helps the therapist or the
reading teacher to use appropriate methods in deal-
ing with him. 2
The remedial teacher must also be sure that her terms
are clear for hersel:f and for those concerned with the retarded
reader. This is important in order to communicate intelligently.
Reading disability cannot be looked upon as a failure laid
solely at the door of the school. Poor teaching is not gen-
erally the basic cause of reading difficulty, although it
can contribute to the problem. Researches have long tried to
clarify the situation.
lStella and Jack Cohn, Teaching the Retarded Reader,
(New York: The Odyssey Press, Inc., 1967), p. 3.
2~., p. 4 er
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The correlates of reading disability, i.e., the
factors related to the problem are so varied
that the non-reader has become the legitimate
province of many specialists in behavior. The
pediatrician may see him as obese; the optome-
trist discovers evidences of exophoria; the
psychiatrist diagnoses an acute anxiety state;
the man of the str'eetdetects laziness. When
there are so many p~tential causes, it is diffi-
cult to put the problem reader in perspective.1
Just as there is a severe misunderstanding of the causes
of reading disabilities, there is an equally severe misunder-
standing as to just who is the retarded or retnedial reader.
Heilman describes him thus:
Unfortunately'there is no universal agreement as
to the meaning of the terms remedial reading in-
struction and remedial readers. In its broadest
sense, the term remedial reading covers special
instruction for those individuals whose reading
achievement is X amount lower than 'their expected
achievement based on measured intellectual capacity
for learning. There is no universal agreement of X. 2
While Bryant describes disability differenty, he seems to ex-
press the same ideas as did Heilman.
Disability refers to an impairment.--a lack of
normal ,function--which is severe enough to be
a handicap. The term disability does not im-
ply a particular cause or even a particular.
kind of impairment; it merely indicates aoreal-
tive inability to learn and retain. 3
Kolson and Kaluger are more specific. They define and classify
the retarded reader. The writer or this paper has chosen to
,use their classification throughout this paper.
lDonald E. P. Smith and Patricia M. Carrigan, The Nature
of Reading Disability, (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company,
1959), p. 1.
2Heilman, Principles, p. 453.
3Dale N. Bryant, "Learning Disabilities in Reading,"
in Detection and Correction of Reading Difficulties, ed. by
E.' DeChant, (New York: Appleton-Cen~ury-Crorts,1971), p. 194.
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Generally, reading authorities tend to divide
school children into three classifications of
readers. First, there are the normal achievers.
Secondly, there are the corrective readers.'The'
corrective reader is the child who is not reading
up to capaci ty but has no serious reading diffi-'
culty. His problem can be handled in the class-
room by the adjustment of ' the methods and mater-
ials, or by concentrated drill on the particular
skill on which he is weak. The' third cla'ssi:fica-
tion pertains to one who has 'a serious disability
which cannot be handled in' the \ class'ro'om: but which
~equires the services 'o:f th~ spe~ially trained
teachers.~
I I,
However, classi:fication is·nothing'bd~·tagginga child un-
less it· is based on careful dia'gnosis' and aimed 'toward 'a,
remediation program. Harris~discusses diagnosis ithus •
. ' · Taking the word (diagnosis )" out of the medic'al
setting and applying it' to education" it refers
,J" to what is really a straightforward process.
When we are diagnosing a difficulty, what we
want to d.o is find 'out what' is'wrong,"what'caused
it, \.'and'what can be done'for 'it'. That 'is what'
diagnosis ,means as applied'to reading di:ffieulty.2
",/' ii' r ("I..\. :
:1...
Like Kolson land Kaluger, as quoted'Jabb've., 'lIar:t'is 'considers
,I • ,\ J.... " i., L .. ,
the, severely' disabled reader' as' 'the "child' who, Jmust' be taken
':/r , I L
:from the classroom a~d given special help. The difficulty
comes in estimating the mental ability o:f a retarded reader.
In ~he primary grades, the group intelligence
tests in common use do not require any reading
and there:fore are less likely to underestimate
seriously the intelligence of a poor reader than'
the test used above the first grade. The major-
ity o:f the group intelligence test nowlin'use'in
schools are the fourth grade level and above pre-
sent most of their questions in printed form, so
l C1i:f:ford J. Kolson abd George Kaluger, Clinical Aspects
o:f Remedial Reading, (Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas,
Publisher, 1963), p. 150.
2Albert J. Harris, "The Diagnosis of Reading Disabilities,"
in Corrective and Remedial~Reading, A Report or the Sixteenth
Annual Conference and Course on Reading, (Pittsburgh University
or Pittsburgh Press,. 1960), p. 31.
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that the child who cannot read the questions is
automatically low••• Individual testing by a train-
ed psychologist is generally much more accurate in
indicating wha. t the child is ,able to do.1
Two of the tests often used by psychologists when
testing children individually are the Wechsler Intelligence
Scale for Children2 and the Stanford-Binet" Intelligence Scale.3
Harris continues with a discussion of procedures arter es-
tablishing an intelligence quotient.
Assuming that one has a dependa~le measure of the
childs' mental age or level of mental development,
it is simple to determine his average level of
reading performance, express it in terms of an
age score, and compare it with his mental age. Ix
the mental age is significantly higher, there is a
disability, and the greater the discrepancy, the
more serious the disability.
Bond and Tinker carry the diagnosis into more detail.
Other authors do the same. They agree with Bond and Tinker
tha.t a detailed diagnosis based upon the child's ability,
his learning opportunity, his verbal ability, and. his ca-
pacity to apply himselx in the learning situation is needed.
A detailed examination of each child's difficulty
is needed to achieve the diagnosis necessary for
remedial instruction•••Causes of reading disabil-
ity are numerous •••Seldom, if ever, does a single
factor cause disability in reading •••all but the
very mildest cases of reading disability are caused
by a composite of related conditions. 4
1.!ill., p. 33
2David Wechsler, Wechsler Intelligence Scale for
Children, (New York: Psychological Corporation, 1949).
3Lewis M. Terman, and MaudA. Merrill, Stanford-Binet
Intelligence Scale, Manual for the Tird Revision, Form L-M,
(Boston: Houghton Mixflin, Co., 1960). "
4Guy L. Bond and Miles A.Tinker, Reading Difficulties:
Their Diagnosis and Correction. (New York: Appleton-Century-,
Crofts, 1967). pp. 100-101.
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Many authors discuss a variety of physical conditions
which may be involved in the reading difficulty. They come to
the conclusion that physical problems may be very important as
contributory factors in reading disability. One such physical
factor may be a vision problem. Bond and Tinker summarize
their view this way:
Eye defects appear frequently among both good and poor
readers and can be a handicap to the child in either
group. Confortable and efficient vision should be pro-
vided for all children whenever possible. Positive
evidence indicates that farsightedness, binocular in-
coor~ination, fusion difficulties and aniseikonia may
contribute to reading disability in certain cases. When
a visual defect is present, there are usually other
associated contributing causes. Visual examinations are
essential in diagnosing causes of reading disability.1
Another physical impairment sometimes related to a ~eading
problem is hearing impairment. Kottmeyer recommends the use
of the audiometer for diagnosis of such a problem.
Gross hearing deficiency will probably not
go undetected long by the observant teacher; but
a careful inquiry into handicapping factors will
include a determination of the range and acuity
of hearing in a. sGundproof room with a pitch-
range or a wide-tone audiometer. 2
Bond and Tinker in discussing the problem of hearing im-
pairment relate it to the difficulty observed in auditacy
discrimination.
1 Ibid., p. 145
2 William Kottmeyer, Teacher's Guide for Remedial
Reading, (St. Louis: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1959), p. 43
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Hearing impairment can be a handicap in learn-
ing to read. This is particularly true when the
hearing loss is severe enough to interfere with the
normal auditory discrimination. The evidence indi-
cates that the hearing impairment may be associated
with reading disability as a contributing cause
when (a) the hearing loss is severe, (2) the child
has high tone deafness, and (3) pupils with hearing
loss are taught reading by predominantly auditory
methods. All pupils who become reading cases should
have a hearing test. I ,
Motor incoordination is another physical problem often
associated with reading disability. Bond and Tinker give
this view.
Both the motor incoordination and the reading
disability may be due to'some basic condition
such as minor birth injuries. Defect in articu-
lation which complicate word discrimination and
recognition may contribute to reading disability.
Any severe emotional involvement created by speech
defects tend to inhibit effective progress in
learning to read. In certain cases, glandular
dysfunction, particularly hypothyroidism, may
contribute to reading disability.2
Monroe is more concerned with poor motor coordination re-
s
suIting in speech problems which 1ead:,-;to definite reading
difficulties.
Lack of precision in motor control of speech may
impede progress in reading. Articulatory speech
defects due to cleft palate, partial paralysis,
clumsy movements of the speech-motor mechanis~.·
or failure to establish proper motor habits of
speech offer an impediment to precise auditory
discrimination of speech sounds, and to the for-
mation of speech-reading associations. Stutter-
ing also presents an impediment to reading either
as a disruption of motor speech or in association
with other motor functions affecting reading.3
IBond and Tinker, Reading Difficulties, p. 145.
2Ibid., p. 146.
3Marion Monroe, Children Who Cannot Read, (Chicago:
The University of Chicago Press, 1963). p. 108.
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Various other conditions associated with poor health
can also be detrimental to normal progress in reading.
ppysical conditions such as thyroid deficiencies and glandu-
lar disturbances affect reading.
Glandular disturbances may be associated
with reading disability in specific cases. The
evidence in this area, however, must be inter-
preted with caution because various mental, phys-
ical, and emotional deviations are involved in
malfunc~ioning of the endocrine glands •••Thyroid
deficiency (Hypothyroidism) may manifest itself
by obesity and mental sluggishness. A child with
an overactive thyroid (hyperthyroidism) tends to
lose weight, te be overactive, easily fatigued, and
irritable. Neither condition is conducive to effec-
tive learning •••A child suspected of showing signs
of glandular difficulties should be referred to a
physician.1
After considering the physical problems and referring the
more serious ones to the proper authorities, the remedial
rea'ding teacher a ttempts to detect and diagnose the partic-
ular reading problem of the child.
The first level of diagnosis can be called gen-
eral diagnosis and concerns itself with securing
information about the levels of performance r··in
the more common aspects of reading growth. 2
One type of diagnosis is informal testing. These surveys
or inventories are then compiled and compared so as to
best help the remedial reader.
He (the teacher) frequently determines the level
of the child's performance through an informal
analysis of the pupil's oral reading •• the teach-
er will select a passage for the pupil to read
·orally. The teacher ought to have picked out the
passages, made a readability check on each, and
have some questions prepared to measure pupil
lBond and Tinker, Reading Difficulties, p. 116.
2Ibid., p. 184.
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compentancy before he uses a given book to make
an informal check on the pupil's reading ••• The
teacher notes whether the child's oral reading
indicates deficiencies in sight reading, in vo-
cabulary, in structural or phonetic analysis in
comprehension, in eye-voice span, in phrasing,
or in inflection. He evaluates the pupil's ex-
pressive and rfceptive abilities in the oral
language area.
The effectiveness and reliability of such teacher-made
tests has been questioned. However, DeChant gives evi-
dences of the reliability and effectiveness of such tests.
More thorough informal tes~will yield important
data about the children's reading and these tests
have certain advantages for classroom use. First
they are simple to construct since the teacher has
available graded reading materials from the pre-
primer level ~hrough the upper grades. Second, the
child can be tested over longer passages of sustained
reading than are characteristically found on stand-
ardized tests. Third, the use of teacher-made ~ests
avoids the formality of the usual test situation.
Informal testing is not likely to arouse the pupil
tensions which sometimes accompany testing and which
occasionally influence pupil performance. In this
respect, the informal test more closely parallels
the actual reading situations which the child en-
counters in the classroom. Finally, the teacher-
made test is inexpensive and demands no more teacher
time for administration and analysis than do other
tests. At the same time it yields very specific
data on each child's weaknesse~ and needs, as do the
individual standardized tests.
Certainly the findings of these authors suggest that informal
techniques of teachers posse~s considerable validity.
Formal or standardized tests are.also used in eval-
uating the child's reading level .. Bond and Tinker summar-
ize their xindings concerning standardized tests i~ this way.
1Emerald V. DeChant, Improving the Teachines of Read-
ing, (Englewood Cliffs; N. J. Prentice Hall, Inc., 1961), pp. 462.
2Heilman, Principles, p. 187.
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The use of standardized measurements is essen-
tial for reliable diagnosis of reading disability.
Even the results of standardized tests must be
interpreted with care because the disabled reader
constitutes an atypical and subtle problem. 1
This shows that clinicians must be concerned with the re-
liability ~nd validity of the standardized tests that we
use. Tests are not tricks ,of magic. The value of tests de-
pends on the accuracy with which they measure the skills
they claim to measure. DeChant examines a few of the common
deficiencies of tests.
First" diagnostic tests frequently yield formid-
able arrays of subscores. Unfortunately, to shorten
administration time, diagnostic tests rarely contain
a sufficient number of items to allow these subscores
. to be highly reliable. In any type of measurement, a
five minute sample of a child's behavior is less likely
to give an accurate picture of him than is a twenty
minute sample.
Second, although reading tests generally try to
measure rate and comprehension as separate outcomes,
the measures of comprehension often are obtained from
timed tests. This in itself tends to lower their
validity because what is supposed to be a measure of
comprehension frequently becomes in part at least a
measure of rate •••
Third, reading tests suffer from a number of other
basic deficiencies. TwO tests supposedly measuring
the same thing frequently disagree on the level of
pupil achievement. And a closely related problem is
that chi~dren orten score higher on tests than their
actual reading level appears to justify••• Reading
tests, in other words, may permit the child to get
correct answers with only partial understanding and
even with only partial reading of a.selection. 2
Alt~ough it may sound as if diagnostic reading tests are
completely inadequate, they remain one or the best avail-
able means of identifying the child's strengths and weak-
IBond and Tinker, Reading Difficulties, p. 166.
2DeChant, Improving the Teaching, pp. 411-412. '
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nesses. From this study of strengths and weaknesses the teacher
tries to identify the causes of each child's reading disability.
However, obtaining these test data is no~ diagnosis. It is pre-
liminary to diagnosis. The teacher must make pupil profiles,
make an analysis of the present difficulty and its past and
present causes. Only in this way can the teacher see the over-
all picture and plan methods that will aid the pupil in re-
alizing his potentialities.
Teacher recommendations for remediation must be the
outcome or al~ diagnosis. DeChant expresses this in his sec-
tion on remediation. He calls diagnosis "a blueprint :from
which remediation is structured."l
D!!ties
Since the reading center is planned and conducted for
the purpose of making diagnosis of reading disability and
attendant causes and providing the remediation, this is the
first dutyo:f t~e remedial reading teacher. Her program is
supposed to supplement the classroom program. The success of
the program depends a great deal upon the cooperation be~een
the principal, supervisors, classroom teachers, remedial read-
ing teacher and parents. The remedial reading teacher is there-
fore accountable to this team.
If they (the teachers) are to achieve the desired
behaviors the members of the teaching staff must
n~t be deprived of all the manipulative aids, and
the like that are thought by the curriculum design-
ers to be necessary for achieving the objectives.2
lIbid., p. 425.
2William K. Esler, '~ccountability--theTeacher's
Perspective," Clearing House, XLVI, (May, 1972), p. 532 •.
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Some teachers are willing to be accountable. They want
to be instrumental in selecting their own objectives,
managing their environment, gathering evidence of re-
sults and determining what changes are yet needed. 1
,The remedial reading teacher must evaluate the progress
of these students and report her findings to the proper school
personnel and to the parents of the pupils. This evaluation of
progress should follow definite periods of instruction and/or
remediation.
The remedial reading teacher sho~ld schedule periodic
conferences with the parent of each pupil receiving
special instruction. During these conferences she will
elicit from the parents specific answers to inquiries
regarding the pupil's improvement in reading ••• Further
information may be elicited regarding personality ad-
justment ••• the general tenor of the parent's evaluation
is likely to' be fairly dependable, es,pecially if her
comments are compared with her report about her child
and his reading problem at the first interview. 2
For all these parents, there should be an opportunity
to observe the remedial reading program at least twice'
a year.
Above all, the remedial reading teacher should h~lp
all parents to see their most importa.nt role--that of
being a parent •••• conveying to him or her through at-
titude, feelings and actions an understanding, a sensi-
tivity, an awareness of needs and a respect for the
dignity of the individual. 3
Since c~ildren are usually referred to the remedial reading
program through the classroom teacher and/or the principal,
the teacher should feel responsible for accounting to these
persons.
After the pupil is taken into the program, the remedial
reading teacher sets up a scheduled plan of meetings,
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twice a month, with the class, homeroom, or English
teacher of the pupil in the remedial program. The pur-
pose of such conferences is to involve this teacher as
one of the team working with the student. There is an
exchange of information, diagnostic findings are shared,
special approaches and techniques are set up.l
The remedial reading' teacher is also a resource person for the
school. She may be called upon to aid the teacher.
The remedial reading teacher may be called upon by
the supervisor to participate in a faculty conference
or a departmental meeting, lead a discussion with a
group of newly appointed teachers, provide demonstra-
tion lessons, illustrate the use of teacher-prepared
or commercial materials, have teachers visit the read-
ing room to gather ideas for the development of new
and different approaches and techniques. 2
In summary, this chapter has delved into some of the be-
ginnings of the concept of remedial reading and its growth
toward understanding and acceptance as part of the educational
picture. The special qualifications, both in the field of edu-
cation and in personality, needed by the remedial reading
teacher were discussed. The minimum standards as published
by the International Reading Association were an outgrowth
of these needs or qualifications that were necessary in the
teacher.
The duty'of diagnosing the pupil problem was the first
duty discussed. This was supported by many authors. It is
here summarized by. Bond and Tinker.
The diagnasis of a disabled reader must be directed
toward the improvement of instruction. Therefore, the
therapautic type' ex diagnosis is more essential than
lIbid., p. 105.
2 Ibid., p. 105.
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the etiological, i.e., the one that seeks causes oniy.
The diagnosis involves more than an appraisal of reading
skills and abilities. It'must also assess the mental,
physical, sensory, emo~ional, and environmental factors,
that could impede progress.1
The teacher's remediation must be based upon analysis of the
problem detected during diagnosis.
Remedial reading programs must be highly individua-
lized and they must be designed in keeping with the
child's instructional needs and characteristics •
•• Remedial instruction should not drill upon one
specific skill or ability in isolation, but should
provide new experience in connection with whatever
skills are needed for purposeful reading.2
Throughout the entire program the teacher is accountable for
her pupils and their growth in the reading process. When the
child has made progress sufficient for release from the pro-
gram he.must gradually be put in the situation where he must
rely increasingly upen his own resour.ces.
a-IAPTER III
THE REMEDIAL READING PROGRAM
Introduction
As stated in the first chapter, the writer of this paper
has been concerned about the inability of so many children to
learn to read. Thus, in this third chapter, the writer has at-
tempted to set up a remedial reading program which can be inte-
grated into the curriculum at Our Lady of Perpetual Help School
in Toledo, Ohio. The writer is the reading co-ordinator for this
school. There is an enrollment of six hundred thirty-six children
and a faculty of twenty-one classroom teachers, a principal, a
part-time music teacher and a librarian. Other adults in the school
,are vol~nteers working under the direction of the principal or the
reading co-ordinator. With the initiation of this program, the
school board has agreed to the addition of a remedial reading
teacher to the faculty.
With the principal as the key manager, a remedial
reading program might be organized using the following
management functions: planning, organization, staffing
directian, contral, innovation, representation, and
communication.'l
·This organizatienal plan has been followed throughout this chap-
ter.
lJack W. Humphrey, "Remedial Programs: Can They Be Jus-




Evaluation of the developmental reading program was be-
gun four years ago in this school. A reading committee consist-
ing of several reading teachers and the reading co-ordinator
have done several things to improve the reading program. First,
a new basal reading series was adopted in order to upgrade the
quality of reading being taught throughout the school. Reading
consultants from the American Book Company and from the diocesan
school office have provided in-service training and re-training
for the faculty. The primary grades have changed from the self-
~ontained classroom to a continuous progress program so as to
better meet the need of the individual pupils. Yet the committee
felt that there were a few pupils hot learning or profiting sur-
ficiently. So a remedial reading program was suggested.
Philosophx.
The basic philosophy of the program is one combining the
christian ideals and the state standards~ It reads thus: To
each individual God has given certain capacities. The happiness
of the individual and the glorification of God is brought about
when God's gifts are developed to their highest potential. The
purpose of the remedial reading program is, therefore, to pro-
\
vide learning experiences diagnostically which help the indi-
vidual pupil to achieve to the limits of his capacity. Effec-
tive instruction must be correlated with the child's rates of
physical,mental, and social maturation. .
lVirginia M. Lloyd, ed., Minimum Standard for Ohio Ele-
mentary Schools, (Columbus, Ohio, State Board of Education,
July, 1970), p. 35.
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Organization
The remedial reading center at Our Lady of Perpetual
Help School is planned and organized for the purpose of pro-
viding remedial and/or preventative treatment ror the child
with a reading disability. Therefore, the first step is to
select the pupils. The £ollowing criteria has been developed
as a basis for pupil selection in this schoo'l.
1. Children of grade one who exhibit difficulties in beginnning
reading or emotional strain in learning to read are to be given
supplemental help in special reading classes.
2. Children of grade two who exhibit reading difficulty are to
be given supplemental lessons in special reading classes.
3. Children of grade three are to be provided with supplemental
developmental lessans ar with remedial lessons according to the
needs of the individual pupils.
4. Childre'n of grades rour through six are to be given remedial
lessons as needed.
5. Cumulative records', teacher judgment, and standardized test
results are used for the initial screening or pupils.
6. Pupils mus t have a'n I.Q. of eighty as measured in the group
test. Those below eighty are recommended to the local public
schools for slow learners' classes.
7. Severely emotionally disturbed, physically handicapped, or
perceptually impaired children are recommended to a specialist.
Only after the child has received this help can such a child be
admitted to the remedial reading classes.
8. Priority is given to the youngest and to those who show the "
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most willingness to co-operate.
9. All referrals are made ~hrough the principal. Parents should
discuss the problem with the classroom teacher and/or the princi-
pal rather tQan directly with the remedial reading teacher.
, At this time there are forty-eight pupils in the special
reading classes at Our Lady of Perpetual Help School. These pu-
pils are quite evenly distributed between grades one through six.
Three pupils have been'referred elsewhere for treatment. One is
teceiving psycholGgical treatment at the Toledo Family Health
Clinic. One is awaiting enrollment in slow-learners' classes.
The third had undergone ear surgery to correct a physical dis-
ability. The child having undergone surgery will be enrolled in
the special reading classes to help supplement what has been
missed in the past.
Diagnosis
Diagnosis of reading difficulties is an essential part
of reading instruction. Teachers must constantly study the strengths
and weaknesses of the child's reading. The diagnosis must be aimed
toward improvement. At Our Lady of Perpetual Help School the em-
phasis is on the therapautic type which is concerned with condi-
tions as t~ey now exist rather than the etiol~gical type of diag-
nosis which seeks causes only. The diagnosis must assess the men-
tal, physical, sensary, emotional, and environmental factors that
could impede progress. Bond and Tinker summarize the use of diag-
nosis in this way.
The remedial reading program is planned by first taking
into account the numerical data and then modifying it in
accordance with whatever other information is obtained.
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The diagnostician should treat the data objectively so
that the case can be accurately judged. If after a reason-
able period.the remedial work proves unsuccessful, a re-
appraisal should be made to find the correct diagnosis.
Even in successful cases, a diagnosis should be continuous
because reading disability is one aspect of a dynamic pro-
cess and it alters during remedial instruction, whereupon
the remedial prog~am must be changed to meet the new needs
of the disabled reader. 1
Standardized tests in reading achievement are administered
annually at Our Lady af Perpetual Help School. These tests are
administered in the second, fourth, sixth, knd eighth grades.
These group tests are af a series published by the Scholastic
Testing Service~2 In addition, the remedial reading. program
provides for individual testing using the Houghton Mifflin Pri-·
mary Reading Profiles3 or the Spache,Diagnositic Reading Scales. 4
The Wide RangeS vocabulary test is also available. Group in-
telligence scales are administered to the second, fourth, and
seventh grade annually. These are published by Scholastic
Testing Service. 6Also, the public school psychologists can be
called upon to test children who need an individual mental ca-
pacity test.
IBond and Tinker, Reading Difficulties, p. 166.
2Walter J. Moore, Consultant, Scholastic Tests, Educa-
tional Development Series, (Bensenville, Illinois: Scholastic
Testing Service, 1963).
3Primary Reading Profiles, (Geneva, Illinois: Houghton,
Mifflin Company, 1964).
4George D. Spache, Diagnostic Reading Scales (Monterey,
California: McGraw-Hill, Inc •• 1963).
5J. S. Jastak,S. W. Bijou, S. R. Jastak, Wide Range
Achievement Test, (Wilmington, Delaware: Guidance Associates, 1965).
6Moore, Scholastic Testing.'
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Informal tests of the teachers' owm making or choosing
are also used. In addition, several data sheets concerning the
pupil's backgrGund, interests and achievements are recored in
the cumulative tile.
Scheduling
The scheduling di:f:fer,s in various s i tuations. In the school
where this writer is employed each child attends specaal reading
classes twice a we'ek for one-hour periods. The teacher is in-
volved in teaching four days weekly,and in planning, testing,
evaluating, and conferences the fifth day.
Staffing
Our Lady of Perpetual Help School's special reading pro-
gram is sta:fted by two quali:fied remedial reading teachers--
one on a full-time basis and the other on a part-time basis.
However, the private school systems can als0 receive the help
of the qualified psychelogists assigned to the public school
area. The state requirement calls for a remedial reading teach-
er and a co-ardinator. The school committee was interested in
having a teacher who could work well with children. Humphrey
summed up the teacher qualifications as follows.
Therefore, a teache"r wJ'?o is enth,usiastic,patient, opti-
mistic, sensitive, positive, organized, dedicated, con-
f'ident, 'intelli~ent and knowledgeable need to be select-
ed for the job.
Direction
The objectives--not the interests of the teacher--de-
termine the direction o£thehprogram. This is of particular
1
Jack Humphrey, Remedial Reading, p. 52
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importance when a teacher is not flexible 'in her methods. The
objectives of the program must be followed in order that the,
goals will be attained. The objectives set up at Our Lady of
Perpetual Help School are as follows.
~: The purpose of the specialized reading class is to help
each pupil achieve in reading by fulfilling these objectives.
Objectives:
1. Identify the positive needs of the pupil.
2. Set realistic goal with the child.





4. Promote within the child a-desire to read ror pleasure.
5. Evaluate the accomplishments of the child.
Curriculum
One of the greatest sins of the educator concerns his
failure to act to prevent disability.
As Putnam states, prevention of reading difficulties should
be a primary objective Qf a re~ding teacher. For this reason,
Our Lady of Perpetual Help School emphasizes the necessity of
classes for the prim~ry children who show a tendency for reading
failure., The curriculum for the first and second graders in the
special reading classes is based upon the developmental lessons
of the classroom. A basal text is used. It is supplemented by,
ILi11ian Putnam, ."Prevent ing of Reading Difficulties. "
Vistas in Reading, Vol. II, Part 1, (N~ward, Delaware: Interna-
tional Reading Association.
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by programs developing the perception skills. Such materials
as the Frostig Pictures and Patterns Program Materials~, the
Beginning to Learn: Fine Motor Skill~, and the SRA Detect
Series3 • Emphasis in the first grade is also on alphabet
recognition and phonics.
In the second grade special classes a developmental ap-
preach is continued. A basal text is used. If any motor or per-
ception skills need more development the first grade materials
can be used. In addition, the EDL filmstrips4 and the Mollensak
- phonics tapes5 are available. Wa tson"s Listen and Learn wi th
Phonics records6 are also available tor independeQt drill.
In the third grade the pupils may be on a developmental
track or a remedial track. A Basal text is used.· The materials
used in grades one and two are available. In addition Stone's
New Practice Readers7 are used. The middle levels of the EDL
IMari~nne Frostig, Pictures and Patterns, (Chicago: Fol-
lett Publishing Company, 1964).
2Thelma Gwinn Thurstone and David L. Lil1e, Beginning
to Learn: Fine Motor Skills.
3Lawrence N. Gould, ~The Detect Series: Detect Visual;
Detect Tactile, (Chicago: Science Researc~ Associates, 1971).
4Educational Development Filmstrips: (Huntington, New
York: The Educational Developmental Laboratories, Inc. A. Division
ot McGraw Hi~l, 1959).
~artha E. Brough, ed. Wollensak Teaching Tapes; (St. Paul,
Minnesota: Minnesota, Mining and Manufacturing Company~ 1968).
6Dorothy Taft Watson, Listen and-Learn with Phonics,
(Mudelein, Illinois: American Interstate Corp., 1966).
7Clarence R. Stone, Ar.dis E. Burton, Cha.rles C. Grover, and
others, New Practice" Readers, (New York:· McGraw Hill Book Co., 1962).
8
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filmstrips are used--not so much for speed reading as for a new
approach to comprehension.
In the fourth to sixth grades the basal text is discon-
tinued unless t,he teacher feels that a pupil will profit more by
continuing in a basal series. Kottmeyer's Conquests in Reading1
and books of high interest but low difficulty are used. The
books available at Our Lady of Perpetual Help School are:
Reader's Digest Skill Builders2 , the Checkered Flag Readers3 ,
the Jim Forest Readers4 , the Morgan Bay Mysteries5 , the
Deep Sea Adventure Series6 , and the Dan Frontier Readers7 •
In addition to the materials used at the individual levels
the remedial reading room is equipped with a recor ·player, a head-
8set unit, an overhead progector, The Controlled Reader, and a
1William Kottmeyer and Kay Ware, Conquests in Reading,
(Manchester, Mossouri Webster Division McGraw-Hill Publishing
Co. 1968).
20live S. Niles and Eleanor F. Peck, Reader's Digest
Skill Builders, (Pleasantville, New York: Reader's Digest
Services, Inc., Educational Division, 1960).
3Henry A. Bamman and Robert J. Whitehead, The Checkered
Flag Series, (San Francisco: Harr Wagner Publishing Co.) 1167.
4John and Nancy Rambeau, Jim Forest Readers, (San Fran-
cisco: Harr ~agner Publishing Co.). 1959
5John and Nancy Rambeau, Morgan Bay Mysteries, (San
Francisco: Harr W~gner Publishing Co.). 1962.
6James C. Coleman, Frances Berres, and Frank M. Hewitt,
Deep Sea Adventure Series, (San Francisco: Harr Wagner Publish-
ing Co.). 1962
7William Hurley, Dan Frontier Readers, (Chicago: Benefic
Press--Publishing Division of the Beckley-Cardy Company). 1958.
The ContrOlled Reader, (Huntington, New York: The
Educational D~velopmental Laboratories, Inc" A Division of the
McGraw-Hill Co.).
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filmstrip projector. Supplemental library books of high interest
but low difficulty are also available. Thus, the reading curricu-
lum is developmental, corrective, remedial, and innovative. It
provides for the skills and the sequences of learning necessary
to improve the child's reading while allowing the teacher to be
innovative and/or creative.
Grouping
Since the remedial reading program at Our Lady of Perpetu-
al Help School is still in ~he'early stages of development the
grouping at this time {s fluid. Children were grouped accord-
ing to the needs they evidenced in their group reading test and
the teacher evaluations. Since the pupils had been carefully
screened before being grouped for the non-graded reading program
this grouping was used as a basis for the special reading classes.
Therefore, the reading group attending a special reading class al-
so makes up the, small group for cla.ssroom developmental lessons.
The special reading teachers are free to change this grouping if
it should prove inadequate for the progress of the~.:.iridividual
pupil •.
Aides
A well-organized and useful group of volunteer parent-
aides has been developed at Our Lady of Perpetual Help School.
Each aide donated one hour and a half each week. She/he reports
to the same classroom eacn week and works with the same teacher
and the same groups of children. These aides are in the class-
room during th~ block of time devoted to reading and related bub-
jects--the language arts. The aide may hear individual children
read orally, or small groups read orally. An aide may direct a
small group of children in directed study sheets. The use ox
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the tape recorders, headsets'vrecord players, or other machines
can also be directed by the aides.
At present the aides are not used in the special reading
classes. However, this has been seen as a possibility for the
coming year. An aide in the special reading class could do many
of the things done in the ordinary classroom. An important ad-
vantage of an aide in the special reading class is that it would
provide one more person to show interest and provide encourage-
ment for the child having difficulty.
Summary
To provide for the specific needs of slow readers a re-
medial reading program has been developed at Our Lady of Perpet-
ual Help School. There is no panacea for reading problems, but
the ideas,' innovations, and organizations were developed to help
meet the needs of the individual pupils. Incorrect materials or
the misuse of the right materials can-actually intensify the
reading problem. All remediation must be based on continuous
diagnosis. The teachers' of Our, Lady of Perpetual Help try to
follow the guidelines for the use of the program developed by
DeChant. 1
_ 1. The program should provide a multiple approach
to learning.
This is done by using the various approaches such as basal texts, .
individualized approaches, and interest approaches.
2. The program should give guidance, in developing
the thinking skills of the pupils.
The thinking skills are taught from the very earliest stages.
IDeChant, Diagnosis and Remediation, pp. 264-266
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The children are encouraged to explain their reasons for answers
whether the,se answers agree or disagree wi th the expected answers.
These children are also encouraged to draw conc~usions, find the
cause and the effect of a situation, and to criticize what they
read.
3. The materials should elicit active responses on the
part of the pupil.
All the teaching is directed toward this. Unless a child is ac-
tively involved in the learning situation no learning takes place.
Machines which give correct responses for immediate evaluation of
an answer provide for active responses on the part of the child.
4. The program should provide for diagnostic teaching,
extensive diagnostic measures for assessing pupil
needs.
The teaching of the child is based on a thorough diagnosis of the
reading problems of the child. This diagnosis ·continues through-
out the special reading classes. The diagnosis is usually done
through teacher-made inventories. However, standardized tests are
used for evaluation at the end of each semester.
5. The program should provide guidance and materials
for structuring flexible instructional groups.
This is done both in the non-graded classes and in the remedial
or corrective classes.' The children may be taught within a small
group of individually as the needs of the individual child dic-'
tates.
6. The program should be easy to use, should be keyed
to specific objectives, and needs to have been tested
pri,or to pUblic distribution. It should actually
instruct, allow for independent learning, and pace
learning to individual~ difference. It should be able
to be used to review ins,truction gi ven by the teacher,
thus facili tating the teacher's exforts'.
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All the materials used in the special reading classes at Our Lady
of Perpetual Help School were chosen with these guidelines in
mind. The games, programmed units, and supplemental materials





The minimum standards for specialists in reading, pre-
pared by the I~ternational Reading Associations Committee on
Professional Standards, suggest the type of preparations needed
and the type of role and responsibilities ·that the positions
involves. The standards are as follows:
I. A minimum of three years of successful ~eaching and/or clini-
cal experience.
II. A master's degree or the equivalent of a bachalor's degree
plus thirty graduate hours in reading and related areas as
indicated in the following:
A. A minimum of twelve hours (semester) in graduate-level
reading courses with at least one course in one and two
and in three and four:
1. Foundations or survey of reading:
The content of this basic course ·is related exclusive-
ly to reading instruction or the psychology of reading.
Such a course would ordinarily be the first in a se-
quence of reading courses.
2. Diagnosis and correction of reading disabilities.
The content of this course or these courses includes
the following: causes of reading disabilities: obser-
vation and interview procedures; diagnos·tic instruments;
standard and informal tests; report writing; materials
and methods of instruction.
3. Clinical or laboratory practicum in reading.
A clinical or laboratory experience might be an :~inte­
gral part of a course or courses in the diagnosis and
correction of reading disabilities. Students diagnose
and treat reading disability cases under supervision.
4. Supervision and curriculum in reading.
This course involves the study of selected curriculum
in reading; an understanding of the functions and duties
of the reading supervisor or consultant and the ·effective
ways of implementing them.
1,
DeChant, Diagnosis and Remediation, pp. 195-196.
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B. At least one graduate level course in each of the follow-
ing content areas:
1. Measurement and/or evalu~tion.
This course includes one, or more of the following
studies: the principles and practices of test con-
struction and the selecting, administering, scor-
ing, and interpreting of group standardized test;
the nature, 'theory, function, and use of individual
~ntelligence test; the theory, function, and use of
test of personality.
2. Child and/or adolescent psychology or development.
This course stresses how children and/or adolescents
mature and develop with emphasis on school activities
and their relation to normal, healthy development.
3. Personality and/or mental hygiene.
This course includes one or more of the following
studies: the nature, development, and patterns of
personality and the methods of change; personality
theories and their contribution to understanding
the dynamics of personality; integration of psy-
chological knowledge and principles and their re-
lations to mental health; etiological factors,
differential diagnosis, and methods used in the
correction of behavior problems.
4. Educational psychology.
This course includes one or both of the following
studies: the study of behavior, development, school
environment, conditions for learning, and methods of
assessment; the theories of learning and their impli-
cations for classro9m practices.
c. The remaining semester hours in reading and/or related areas
--the following courses being recommended:
1. Literature for children and/or adolescents.
2. Organization and supervision 'of reading p~ogram.
3. Research and, the literature in reading
4. Foundations of education
5. Principles of guidance
6. Nature of language
7. Communications
8. Speech and hearin9
9. Exceptional children
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